Simple way to improve accuracy in diagnosis of quadrant inflammatory disease: how to avoid adverse laparotomy by using plain CT.
It has been reported that contrast computed tomography (CT) provides a rapid and accurate diagnosis of acute appendicitis, and could potentially prevent adverse appendectomy. In the present study, we evaluated the diagnostic value of precontrast CT combined with that of serum C reactive protein (CRP) concentration for right lower quadrant inflammatory diseases. One hundred consecutive patients who had rebound tenderness and muscular rigidity or guarding on right lower quadrant underwent an emergency abdominal CT without contrast medium and laboratory tests. Based on the CT findings, 10 patients with peritonitis and 41 patients with definite acute appendicitis underwent emergency operations. Of 19 patients with negative CT findings, 11 patients who had positive CRP levels also underwent emergency appendectomies. The remaining patients, of whom 8 had negative CRP levels and 30 had CT findings of other inflammatory diseases, underwent conservative therapy and were examined again later on. The final diagnosis was acute appendicitis in 58 cases, other intestinal diseases in 21, gynecological disease in 6, urolithiasis in 1, and unknown in 14. Among 86 patients who underwent emergency operations and had a pathological diagnosis, CT had a sensitivity of 81% for the diagnosis of appendicitis, with a specificity of 89%, and an accuracy of 84%. CT combined with serum CRP concentration yielded a sensitivity of 100%, an accuracy of 97%, and a specificity of 89%. The adverse appendectomy rate was 3%. None of the patients underwent a delayed appendectomy. CT differentiated other inflammatory diseases from acute appendicitis in 23 patients. It may be concluded that precontrast CT scan combined with serum CRP can provide a rapid and accurate diagnosis of acute appendicitis and other right lower quadrant inflammatory diseases.